We commemorate the lives of two of our fallen brothers, Alprentice "Bunchy" Carter and John Jerome Huggins, who were murdered January 17, 1969, while organizing students on the campus of the University of California at Los Angeles (U.C.L.A.).

We cannot forget Bunchy, we cannot forget John -- they were revolutionaries; they were examples for us all. The memories that members of the Black Panther Party have of Bunchy and John are beautiful ones, they were beautiful human beings.

They personified the best of humanity, for they gave not only their lives, their physical presence to the struggle, but they gave love, patience, understanding and were truly one with the people. They contributed much to the process of the transformation of society into a new and better world.

Ron Karenga, a Black man who headed a non-serving organization called "US", which was protected by the Los Angeles Police Department, conspired to take control of the planned Black Studies program by attempting to have one of his friends selected as director. Karenga's front-man was rejected for the key position by the students of U.C.L.A. On January 17, 1969, after a meeting of the Black Student's Union, Alprentice "Bunchy" Carter and John Jerome Huggins were shot down, murdered by Karenga's men there, in Campbell Hall. This was intended to stop the work and programs of the Black Panther Party in Southern California.

We lost two of our brothers (in body) although the Los Angeles Chapter of the Black Panther Party continues to operate and serve. The organizing and untiring work Bunchy and John accomplished will be remembered by us all. None who knew him can forget how Bunchy's presence caused everyone to listen to and respect him. No one who knew John can forget his way of capturing people with the great love he had for humankind. We hope that John and Bunchy will be remembered by many people as great men, as great Black men. We salute their lives.

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
YOU CAN KILL A REVOLUTIONARY BUT YOU CAN'T KILL A REVOLUTION

PATRICE LUMUMBA

There's nothing mystical or mysterious in some of the things given to human beings to repeat themselves. Similar circumstances can produce similar results. Patrice Lumumba was assassinated on January 17, 1961, in the hands of his own people, such as Part of a United States plot to maltract and domination and an attempt to crush or quell all efforts on the part of the people for freedom and independence. Alprentice "Bunchy" Carter and John Huggins were assassinated on January 17, 1969, at the hands of their own people, as such. Part of a United States plot to maltract domination and an attempt to crush or quell all efforts on the part of the people for freedom and independence. It was interesting that the class took place at UCLA and such a discussion arose between Bunchy and Larry Stiner. Karenga's followers, several weeks later took part in Bunchy's assassination on January 17th. But Stiner was just a tool of the main threat - Rev. Karenga. And the whole thing began some time before that day.

Bunchy pointed out that the heat in the ghetto down, as blacks against the oppressor, turned violent uprising ever by blacks against the oppressor, the Man, Watts, like other world communities, required some work, so that rebellion would be organized moves for freedom from the chains, the oppression of man (the United States pig power structure). But it required skill and nothing too obvious - like out-right facetious force and violence - which could intensity, instead of smooth things out. Ron Karenga and his "U.S.A." or "X" organization fit that need. It looked good - appearing black because Lumumba insisted with vehemence that this kind of thing was what it happened - a little more likely threat to the black man than the white man. Finally, having become entrenched and barely existing for a second, all of what "Maulana" had taught them, he admitted that one could not make such blight, irrational statement. The class roared. It taught them.

Karenga of a folded umbrella organization, the Black Congress, and close friend of Kerega, forewarned also worked for the federal government to Marin County several years before that as a Housing Authority administrator. There were, but this was the main group. Not part of the advisory board, but part of the design to rip off the people, was also Cannon's sidekick, head of UCLA's government funding projects for the poor (such as EOP). These people tried to whip together during that school break, a Black Students' Union. A few misguided fools, students there, listened to them. And together they produced a Dr. Charles Thomas and present ideas as the Black Student-black community choice to head a Black Students program at UCLA. Plan was futilized only over a small quarrel, as to what Thomas's solidarity would be - the students thought the offered $19,000 was sufficient; the advisory board wanted $25,000. This brought the whole thing into the open by the time the new school quarter began.

The black students, outraged, and after many meetings in early January, finally, on January 9th, said they would control their own university and had no need for the so-called Community Advisory Board and the black students' union. There were approximately fifty followers of Karenga's foot soldiers, who would not change course, that government went before. They were part of the vicious plot: like Patrice Lumumba, because they represented the most vicious and greedy government structures, the most vicious and greedy government structure in the history of the world - the U.S. Empire.
The Torture of Panther Women

The repression of the Black Panther Party has taken a new and more virulent turn in the case of the New Haven, Conn., eight members of the party who have been arrested, imprisoned and exiled on trumped-up charges and extravagant bail that is exorbitant. This has been a Nazi-like solitary confinement of the ruling class that has come to America's concentration camps. These women are pregnant. Two will go to trial in November, 1969.

Bright lights shine in their solitary cells all day and all night. Their food and reading lists are censored, as are their visitors. Their health and mental state are not considered.

In a final attempt to destroy the will of the black women, the ruling class is degrading one of the most beautiful expressions of womanhood—motherhood, the sharing of love, pain and a hundred thousand other things. The women have been denied all forms of medical care. They were denied their constitutional rights to child custody and to see their children.

In response to this unfathomable act, the black women are fighting back. They have refused to go to the hospitals, to accept the medical care that had been denied them. They have refused to accept the medical care that they were denied.

The Black Panther Women are fighting for their lives. They are fighting back. They are fighting back for the lives of their children. They are fighting back for their freedom. They are fighting back for their humanity. They are fighting back for their rights.
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"HINDER VICIOUS PROPAGAND SPREAD BY B.P.P."

In May, 1970, FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C., at the direction of then Bureau director, J. Edgar Hoover, ordered its Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, Newark, New Haven, New York, San Diego and San Francisco field offices to submit proposals for "crippling" THE BLACK PANTHER newspaper, the official publication of the Black Panther Party.

According to the memo sent out from FBI headquarters across the nation:

"The Black Panther Party newspaper is one of the most active Black propagandizing organizations of the BPP. Distribution of this newspaper is increasing at a regular rate thereby influencing a greater number of individuals in the United States, according to the Black extremist line. Each recipient submit by 6/5/70 proposed counterintelligence measures which will hinder the vicious propaganda being spread by BPP. The BPP newspaper... is the voice of the BPP and if it would be effectively hindered it would result in helping to cripple the BPP.

The Senate Intelligence Committee, in its final report issued in 1979, contained detailed excerpts from FBI documents. Below, we present some of those excerpts, which point out the U.S. government's illegal efforts to disrupt the Black Panther Party.

"A vigorous inquiry by the Internal Revenue Service to be conducted by J. Edgar Hoover... report their income from the sale of over 100,000 papers each week. It is recommended that... the Bureau of Internal Revenue Service at San Francisco be requested to request the Internal Revenue Service to San Francisco for the production of financial records and income tax returns for the Black Panther Party.

The Black Panther Party was being charged 'the national emblem of the Minutes organization. These letters, in several different forms, would have all the common themes of warning the Black Panthers to cease publication or drastic measures would be taken by the Minutes organization. Utilisation of the Minutes organization through direction of informants within that group would also be a very effective measure for the disruption of the publication of this newspaper."

At one time, FBI agents contacted United Airlines officials...

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
F.B.I. SET UP MURDERS OF L.A. PARTY LEADERS

An FBI document released in December, 1975, by the Senate Intelligence Committee provided conclusive proof that the Bureau actively instigated, provoked and assisted the US organization, led by Ron Karenga, to commit violence against the Black Panther Party in the Los Angeles area in 1968.

The document was dated December 2, 1968—just six weeks before the BPP Southern California organization members George and Larry Stiner were later convicted of second-degree murder for the killings of Bunchy and John. However, on March 14, 1968, four leaders of the BPP were released from San Quentin Prison during a family visit.

The Stiner brothers and Claude Hubert, also an US member, have been positively identified by Black ex-FBI informant as FBI operatives. The informant said that Hubert fired the shots that killed Bunchy and John. Hubert was never brought to trial but left Los Angeles in 1968—\( \text{\ldots} \) (In December, 1976, Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) officials told Associated Press that Hubert may have been in Jonestown, Guyana, when over 900 people were murdered by U.S. government agents at the Peoples Temple settlement, The LAPD claimed that Hubert had known Hubert was in Guyana since 1976, but that the Guyana government had refused to extradite him.)

Released with the FBI document were nine, full-page lead-lettet drawings conceived and executed by the FBI, showing US organization members, and its agents. I was paid approximately $100 every two months for this effort.

After the murders of Bunchy and John, the relationship between the BPP and the US organization grew increasingly tense. In San Diego only a few days after the two BPP members were killed, 14 US members forcibly entered the Party’s local office with guns drawn.

On May 19, 1968, the anniversary of Malcolm X’s birthday, several US members pulled their guns on a crowd of people attending a rally at Mountain View Park in San Diego. Especially singled out in the crowd for harassment and threats were Party members.

Four days later, on May 23, San Diego Party members John Savage and Jeffrey Jennings were walking toward their office when they met an US member named “Tamboi.” As the two BPP members walked by, Tamboi grabbed John by the shoulder, jammed a .38 automatic into the back of his neck and pulled the trigger. John, 24, died instantly.

Less than three months later, on August 15, Sylvester Bell became the fourth BPP member murdered by Karenga Clan. Sylvester, 34, was killed in San Diego just after the trial of US leader John. The attempt to intimidate witnesses at the trial has never been prosecuted.

The order went on to say, “In view of the recent killing of BPP member Sylvester Bell, a new cartoon is being considered in the hopes that it will assist in the continuation of the rift between BPP and US.” At the time the December, 1968, FBI memo was issued, the Southern California Chapter of the BPP was operating under Executive Order #1, issued as early as May 1968, by Bureau Director John Huggins, who then was Deputy Defense Minister of the Party in Southern California. The order directed all Party members to refrain from “murder-mouthing” or other Black organization activities. “In US and Brother Ron Karenga...”

The order went on to say, “...we do not get along with other Black organizations. We do not have any interest in squabbling with other Black organizations. We do not have time for this—when we are engaged in the revolution... History will show that we have a similar interest in the problem.”

Excerpts from a 1978 sworn affidavit by “Othello,” a Black ex-FBI provocateur who worked in Los Angeles from 1968 to 1973, provide further evidence of the US Bureau’s efforts to disrupt the BPP:

“1. I was a resident of Los Angeles, California, during the years 1968 through 1973, and became an Intelligence Gatherer for the Federal Bureau of Investigation some time during the fall of 1968. As an Intelligence Gatherer, I was informed... and observed the activities of the Black Panther Party as it operated in the Los Angeles area during all of 1968 and through all and other Black organizations.”

“2. I worked with Brandon Cleary who was in charge of Black radical for the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I am informed and believe that Cleary was superior to William Heaton and Michael Quinn, named below. To my knowledge, Cleary was still in that capacity with the FBI in Los Angeles.”

“3. I also worked with William Otto Heaton, a special agent for the Federal Bureau of Investigation. To my knowledge, Heaton is no longer with the Bureau in Los Angeles, but is employed by the Bureau in an area near Los Angeles, possibly Van Nuys.”

“4. I also worked with Michael Quinn, a special agent for the Federal Bureau of Investigation.”
BLACK PROVOCATEUR USED KOOI-AID TO DRUG FRED HAMPTON

On April 29, 1970, the 7th Circuit of the U.S. Court of Appeals in Illinois ordered a new trial for 24 law enforcement officials involved in the December 4, 1969, predawn raid in which Illinois Black Panther Party leaders Fred Hampton and Mark Clark were assassinated.

In a new trial, the three-judge panel cited strong evidence of conspiracies by the FBI and the Cook County State's Attorney's office to destroy the Black Panther Party. Charges against the law enforcement officials, who included FBI agents, Chicago police officers, and former Cook County State's Attorney Edward W.

Hanrahan, were dropped in June 1977. U.S. District Court Judge Joseph Sam Perry, who presided over the 18-month-long civil suit trial brought by the families of Fred and Mark and the seven survivors of the 1969 raid, ordered the charges dismissed after the jury said it was deadlocked on reaching a verdict.

Following Perry's unprecedented ruling, the plaintiffs appealed the case.

Under the dynamic leadership of Fred Hampton, the Illinois Chapter of the BPP was one of the primary targets of the FBI's Counterintelligence Program. During the 197-77 trial, it was revealed that a Black informant, William O'Neal, had been planted by the FBI as a provocateur in the Chicago BPP.

O'Neal provided the FBI with a detailed floor plan of the Westside Chicago apartment where Fred lived with several other Party members, complete with an "X" over the bed where Fred lived with several other Party members, complete with an "X" over the bed where Fred was sleeping when he was murdered.

"Ochello," code name for a Black ex-FBI informant in southern California who spied on the BPP, said in a 1978 sworn affidavit that an FBI official in Los Angeles told him an informant (O'Neal) placed seco-barbital sleeping powder in some Kool-Aid Fred drank on the night of his murder.

An autopsy of Fred's body revealed traces of barbiturates.

In an effort to destroy the Illinois Chapter of the BPP, in January, 1969, the FBI composed, hand-wrote, and sent a letter to the powerful Black gang, the Blackstone Rangers, under the signature, "A Black Brother you don't know." The letter provocatively warned the Rangers that the BPP planned to have the leader of the Chicago-based Rangers, Jeff Fort, killed and urged "retaliatory action" against the BPP.

The letter was sent on the recommendation of the FBI office in Chicago and approved by J. Edgar Hoover in Washington, D.C.

The handwritten letter said the following:

"Brother Jeff: I've spent some time with Panther friends on the west side lately and I know what's been going on. The brothers that run the Panthers both FBI for blocking a thing and there's supposed to be a hit out for you. I'm not a Panther or a Ranger, just Black.

"From what I see these Panther outliers are out for themselves not Black people. I think you ought to know what their [sic] up to, I know what I'd do if I was you. You might hear from me again. A Black Brother you don't know."

The FBI memo stated, "Consideration has been given to a similar letter to the BPP alleging a Ranger plot against the BPP leadership. However, it is not felt this would be produced in view of the present is not believed as violence prone as the Rangers to whom violent type activity--shooting and the like--is second nature." The authorization letter from FBI headquarters noted that "so long as Fort continues as the leader of the Rangers, a working arrangement with the BPP and the Rangers may be effected on Ranger terms. Chicago has recommended the following mailing of the following letter in anticipation that its receipt by Fort will intensify the degree of animosity existing between the two Black extremist organizations."

A key tactic of COINTELPRO has been to place provocateurs and informants within the Black Panther Party who are directed to commit violence and incite other Party members to commit violence--the goal being to weaken the BPP internally and destroy its public support.

William O'Neal constantly tried to persuade Chicago BPP members to resort to violence. He constructed an electric chair to be used on alleged "informants," but Fred Hampton ordered the chair dismantled.

According to the 1976 Senate Intelligence Committee Final Report, the FBI joined with the Chicago Police Department in February, 1969, to prevent Fred from appearing on a television talk show. The FBI memorandum explaining this incident stated: "Chicago was aware of a warrant for mob action was outstanding for Hampton in his home town and the above information was provided the Maywood Police Department with a suggestion that they request the Chicago Police Department to serve this arrest warrant.

"This was subsequently done with Hampton arrested at television studio in presence of 25 BPP members and studio personnel. This caused considerable embarrassment to the BPP."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
In the relaxed atmosphere of Arroyo Viejo Park, amidst enjoying barbeque, entertainment and the common experience of being together, Black Panther Party COMMUNITY WORKERS were awarded COMMUNITY SERVICE CERTIFICATES.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A PANTHER TO JOIN THE STRUGGLE!

BLACK PANTHER PARTY HONORS DEDICATED BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN FIRST COMMUNITY WORKERS DAY COMMEMORATION.

A special painting of BROTHER JOHN COLTRANE was presented, in honor of dedicated service to the people, to the Congregation of YARDBIRD TEMPLE, REVOLUTIONARY CHURCH OF THE HOUR. Displaying the picture are (left) the Temple's Chief of Staff, AUBREY HAQQ, and KING BISHOP FRANZO HAQQ XIX, who accepted the painting.

In America, for Black and poor people, the act of day-to-day survival is and has been a constant struggle. The racist United States government has bent over backwards to keep the basic necessities from us: we are denied employment, decent housing, medical care, and a host of other fundamental needs. In the midst of abundance, such as the world has never before seen, we, the people, have nothing.

Because of the genocidal threat the U.S. system poses against Black people, because our very lives are at stake, the oppressed victims of the American Empire are uniting in the name of survival. The Black Panther Party has instituted many Survival Programs in the Black Community, programs that reflect the people's right to a decent life. All over this country, the Black Panther Party has established Free Food Programs, Free Clothing Programs, Free Shoe Programs, Free Medical Centers, and many other free programs to insure the survival of Black people of all oppressed people. In Oakland, California, specifically, the Black Panther Party has sponsored three massive Black Community Survival Conferences in the past five months. At these 3 conferences, thousands of full bags of groceries have been given away, free; thousands of Black people have been tested, free of charge, for Sickle Cell Anemia; and there has been massive voter registration.

Although the Black Panther Party

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9.
BLACK PANTHER PARTY HONORS DEDICATED BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN FIRST COMMUNITY WORKERS DAY COMMEMORATION.

FINUED FROM PAGE 2

...it was you, Community Workers, who participated; you, who dedicated yourselves. You did the hard work, and you are the ones who really put the Survival Conferences over..."

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A PANTHER TO JOIN THE STRUGGLE!

BLACK PANTHER PARTY HONORS DEDICATED BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN FIRST COMMUNITY WORKERS DAY COMMEMORATION.

Community workers are people who have dedicated something of themselves in service to the community, through the concrete programs of the Black Panther Party. Community Workers are not Panthers, or necessarily, members of any particular organization or group. For years, community workers have collectively worked along with Black Panther Party members to institute programs to serve and benefit the entire community. The Black Panther Party felt it was high time their work be given special recognition. In the relaxed atmosphere of Arroyo Vieja Park, amidst enjoying barbeque, entertainment and the common experience of being together, Black Panther Party community workers were awarded Community Service Certificates. As each person stepped forward to receive the award, the spirit of each-one-helping-one became ever stronger. In addition to the certificates, Community Service Plaques were presented to the members of the First A.M.E. Church...
TO OUR BROTHERS IN SOUTH VIETNAM
YOUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS HERE IN NORTH AMERICA ARE BEING BUTCHERED DAILY THE SAME AS THE VIETNAMESE PEOPLE ARE

As the contradictions within the community of North America develop and more force is used against it by the police, there is an increasing awareness among the other communities under siege on the planet earth.

With this transformation taking place an awareness has developed unprecedented in the history of oppressed people in North America. This has spilled over into other communities of the world at the present time. This is clearly shown by the recent actions of the community in Germany and in Vietnam. Most of them have

In North America are being butchered daily the same as the people are being butchered daily in Vietnam. This is not just rhetoric. On Friday, January 8th, it was reported that in Saigon, an American major was killed and another wounded, after an argument between two white officers and several black enlisted men. The establishment media tried to report the truth, but they have attacked their leaders because of the pressure from the American war, racial problems, and an increasing awareness of being used by officials.

All official details have been withheld but from the mass media state that two officers were making their rounds of their quarters when they heard loud music coming from one of the men’s huts. They supposedly told the men to turn down the music as it was very loud. According to this report there were two soldiers who were from another hut and who were ordered to leave. An argument ensued which resulted in the death of one officer and the wounding of a second.

We have no direct information as to what really happened at the establishment media only publishes what they are told to do. However, we know that two more butchers of the Vietnamese were annihilated.

We say to our brothers once again in the Community of South Vietnam—Your brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers, children, families, and communities of North America are being butchered daily the same as the Vietnamese people are. If you cannot be here with us to help us stop this oppression you have at least under stood that you can help to destroy it from where you are. For all one community of the world fighting for the same goal—liberation of all mankind.

Power to all the People.

CoMla Matthew Tabor

REVOLUTIONARY GI CHARGED WITH DESERTION

David Cohen, 34 year old white, was being held

at lariest of the Vietnamese the War Corps was feared of bad publicity. Soon after that Oi and several other men were killed in Saigon (Vietnam for a Democratic Military) and put out a newspaper called Vietnam, which was orginated in and for the people at the place. The people at the place were divided, but their religion and organization came down on the side of Oi and others. City left the police and other men in the northwest of the United States and the city is in a movement and made a new base. A group of the city is in a movement and made a new base.

The Marines promotes a political political thing in the Vietnam which is an occupation, a Special Court Martial of speech made to return.

There will go before a General Court Martial for a length of service which normally involves being sentenced to imprisonment. In fact, even if the man returned, after serving his sentence he is required not to return to Vietnam under any condition until orders come from Washington to return him. He is now segregated from the other GIs in prison.

The GIs are not Vietnams a people, political, military trial, for a violation of the same thing which forms a part of the other revolutionaries, such as Angel Davis, Bobby Seal, and Abbie (Chahlitw) Davis. Cohen is a member of the GI Movement and made a new base.

Camp Pendleton
Oceanside, California
January 5, 1973

For further information contact:

The Green Machine
P.O. Box 358
V.H. C.E., 1973
A BLOOD-STAINED BANNER IN "NEW VIRGINNHY"

In Danville, Virginia, fine, Southern white Virginia gentlemen are generally never so crude or crass as to indulge in personally dirtying themselves with a "nigger's" blood. They don't have to. As any Virginia racist will tell you, they have the police to carry out their murderous schemes, acting in the desired manner.

On Saturday night, February 12th, a 53-year old Black father returned to his home on Lovelace Drive (in Danville, Virginia), to be severely and brutally beaten by police before he even got to the door. This surprise raid came upon Brother Hurley Fitzgerald as the result of a racist's report to his police protectors that the Brother had hit his car a few minutes before, while sitting in the patrol car, attempting to tell the truth, that white racist Jesse Wyatt had illegally passed him, causing the sides of both cars to scrape, Brother Fitzgerald was knocked unconscious with a nightstick by one of the three policemen present. He was then pulled out of the car and beaten unmercifully by all three policemen, until he was covered with blood. He was arrested and taken to the hospital, where a fourth officer joined the assault upon Mr. Fitzgerald, saying, "You're the one who has been fighting policemen, ain't you?" Later, he was thrown into a jail cell and charged with "assault" upon Danville Police Officers Snow and Brooks, "drunken driving" and "failure to report an accident". He was released on bond that night.

Four days later, the same racist, Jesse Wyatt, swore out a false warrant against Mr. Fitzgerald, charging that Brother Fitzgerald had threatened him with a knife and hit him in the mouth with his fist. These later charges were made by Wyatt in conjunction with a promise to Danville police that he would help them cover up the policemen's brutal attack on Brother Fitzgerald, four days before, and to invalidate the protesting against this blatant case of police brutality by Lovelace Drive Community members, who had witnessed the beating.

The Black Community of Danville, Virginia is rallying to Brother Fitzgerald's defense. They are demanding that Snow and Brooks, the two known assailants, be fired. Plans have been made to sue those same officers.

We must unite with Brother Fitzgerald and the Lovelace Drive community of Danville, for together we can not only prevent the "legally lynch-ing" that's in store for him when he appears in court on March 17th, but we will be saving ourselves.

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Over 121,000 Oakland voters felt strongly enough about this year's mayoral race to cast their ballots on May 15th. This figure, 69.3% of all Oakland's registered voters, represents a fantastically high voter turnout for a local municipal election; close to a 9% increase over the primary on April 17th when slightly less than 111,000 people voted for one of the eight mayoral candidates. This percentage of voter turnout is even more incredible when we recall that run-off elections generally draw fewer voters than the primaries. The City Clerk on the day before the election predicted 50% - 55% voter turn-out for May 15th, adding that even this estimate was high.

Of course, the 10,000 increase in voter turn-out was not all in favor of Bobby Seale and the People's Plan he presented. As Figure 1 (chart) indicates, 4,249 new and additional people turned out to vote within the eight sections of the city where the People's Campaign concentrated. The remainder of the increased voter turn-out came from elsewhere in the city; evidence of the influence of Reading tactics -- "The Militants Are Voting, Are You?" -- in the predominantly white, middle-class and often racist hill districts. This "fear factor" upon which Reading played has been a pervasive element in Oakland politics for the past decade or more (50,000 white people fled the city for the suburbs between 1960-1970).

### Table: Voter Turn-out Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTION</th>
<th>NO. REG. VOTERS</th>
<th>TOTAL VOTES APRIL 17TH</th>
<th>TOTAL VOTES MAY 15TH</th>
<th>TOTAL VOTE GAIN</th>
<th>SEALE VOTE (%) 4/17</th>
<th>SEALE VOTE (%) 5/15</th>
<th>PEOPLE TALKED TO 4/17 - 5/15</th>
<th>SEALE VOTE 4/17</th>
<th>SEALE VOTE 5/15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11,811</td>
<td>7,544</td>
<td>7,887</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>2,547</td>
<td>33.76%</td>
<td>5,279</td>
<td>5,723</td>
<td>66.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10,632</td>
<td>6,523</td>
<td>6,984</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>1,808</td>
<td>27.50%</td>
<td>6,490</td>
<td>6,152</td>
<td>41.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14,162</td>
<td>8,504</td>
<td>9,190</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>2,937</td>
<td>34.53%</td>
<td>6,504</td>
<td>5,937</td>
<td>64.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15,464</td>
<td>8,963</td>
<td>9,468</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>2,455</td>
<td>27.45%</td>
<td>5,083</td>
<td>4,810</td>
<td>50.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14,021</td>
<td>8,697</td>
<td>7,376</td>
<td>-1,321</td>
<td>2,665</td>
<td>30.06%</td>
<td>6,536</td>
<td>5,279</td>
<td>71.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10,056</td>
<td>6,163</td>
<td>6,779</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>11.76%</td>
<td>2,423</td>
<td>1,578</td>
<td>23.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>16,039</td>
<td>9,998</td>
<td>10,994</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>2,350</td>
<td>23.50%</td>
<td>4,690</td>
<td>5,027</td>
<td>45.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8,977</td>
<td>5,467</td>
<td>6,149</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>2,220</td>
<td>40.60%</td>
<td>6,817</td>
<td>4,622</td>
<td>75.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>101,162</td>
<td>61,899</td>
<td>64,827</td>
<td>4,249</td>
<td>17,657</td>
<td>28.64%</td>
<td>54,455</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the positive side, however, Figure #1 clearly shows the voter gain in seven of the eight sections where organizing was done. In all, 64.08% of all registered voters in these eight sections voted on May 15th, undoubtedly the highest percentage of voter turn-out in the flatlands in the city's history for a run-off election.

Even more significant is the increased vote and the increased percentage of people in these sections who voted for Bobby Seale on May 15th. Bobby received 75.16% of the vote in Section 8, 71.56% of the vote in Section 5, 66.93% of the vote in Section 1, 64.60% of the vote in Section 3. Although the low for the eight sections in 23.27% in Section 6, this represents an over 100% increase in both votes and voter percentage for the People's Candidate. (We point out that although it is in the flatlands, and therefore surrounded by Black and Chicano peoples, Section 6 is predominantly populated by poor Whites, who harbor and maintain some of the most backwards and reactionary views of any segment in the city. Too poor to move, and too confused by their blatant racism to act in their own interests, their only option was to cling fanatically to the status quo, which in fact maintains their own oppression.)

The remarkable ability of the campaign to consolidate the previously divided vote in these sections was beautiful to behold. People in the Black and poor communities had
a chance during the one month interim between April 17 - May 15 to hear the People's Plan explained to them again face-to-face. Many had a chance to have their questions answered during informal community meetings. It was a campaign in which they could participate. The results of this door-to-door, face-to-face community organizing blossomed on May 15th. Over 42,000 people made their opinions known to our campaign workers in just four weeks time. Over 35,000 of these same people voted for Bobby Seale for Mayor. Of Bobby's total, 81,04% came from these eight sections of the city alone; only 8,294 votes came from the rest of the city.

These are the facts and figures of the May 15th run-off election in Oakland; the statistics of our People's Victory. However, we can not become too much involved in these facts and figures for our victory cannot be reduced to numbers alone--numerically John Reading outpolled Bobby Seale.

The People's Victory in Oakland lies in the ongoing and organized political power that the Black, poor and progressive communities of this city put together in just one year. Victory lies in the continued forward movement of the people's political organization as it strengthens and develops the foundation for our base of operations here in Oakland, and for even greater accomplishments that wait to be won not too far in the future. Within the words of Frantz Fanon the deepest meaning of the People's Campaign and People's Victory can be understood:

"...It transforms spectators crushed by their inessentiality into privileged actors, with the grandiose glare of history's floodlights upon them..."

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEALE</th>
<th>VOTE GAIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,732</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,664</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17,798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMUNITY INFORMATION CENTERS NEAR YOU:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>493 - 62nd Street</th>
<th>4421 Grove Street</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>658 - 893</td>
<td>658 - 9547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5229 East 14th Street</td>
<td>829 MacArthur Blvd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>536 - 1420</td>
<td>636 - 0840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601 - 98th Avenue</td>
<td>6524 - 29th Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>632 - 1605</td>
<td>532 - 6666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2100 Market Street
763 - 5629
GEORGE JACKSON SPEAKS

(Oakland, Calif.) - "It really pains me to be misrepresented, and I feel that I have been misrepresented in areas where people were carrying on little bulletin wars, and pamphlet wars, and counterproductive activity in general...."

These were among the last words spoken by Brother George Jackson, Field Marshal of the Black Panther Party, in an interview with Max Bloom, a reporter for KPFA-radio in Berkeley, California.

The date of the interview is particularly significant: July 29, 1971, little more than three weeks before George's assassination by prison guards on August 21, 1971, at San Quentin Prison. It was the last interview Comrade George held before his death.

In this issue, THE BLACK PANTHER reprints, in its entirety, this previously unpublished interview. It represents the first of a series of articles THE BLACK PANTHER intends to publish on the writings and thoughts of Comrade George. They will appear under the general title, "There Is Only One thought of Comrade George.

We print this particular series at this time for two reasons:

First, in view of the recent publicity surrounding the kidnaping of Patricia Hearst and the underground tape communiques issued jointly by her and someone

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

HUEY P. NEWTON ON S.L.A.

"HIT LIST"

(Oakland, Calif.) - California police officials have put out the word that Huey P. Newton, leader of the Black Panther Party, is on the "hit list" of the Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA), and are believed to be encouraging former anti-Party elements to engage in armed attacks against the Party.

The Black Panther Party has recently received through the mail a carefully composed letter threatening Huey P. Newton and the Editor-in-Chief of THE BLACK PANTHER for statements they made to the press shortly after the Marcus Foster murder and the Patricia Hearst kidnapping, condemning the tactics of the SLA.

The Party has also received through the mail a "Black Prisoners Communique," consisting of a simulated court brief which describes Huey P. Newton as "running dog of the ruling class," charges him with committing "crimes and abuses against the oppressed peoples of America," and demands his "neutralization."

The anonymous "communique" was contained in a mimeographed newsletter of an alleged prison support group calling itself the Sacramento Solidarity Committee, dated March 15. The newsletter maintains that Brother Huey's characterization of the SLA kidnapping places him "in alignment with the bourgeoisie" and adds: "He has betrayed the people and has become an enemy of the people."

The first indication of police knowledge of the SLA's intention to murder Huey P. Newton was contained in a report in the Stanford Daily, newspaper of Stanford University in Stanford, California. In a front-page story in its February 27 issue, the Daily reports that "law enforcement officials" told the newspaper that Huey P. Newton is included on the SLA's "hit list," but they claimed to be uncertain why.

The letter subtly threatening Huey Newton and David G. Du Bois, came from Susanville, California. Noting press reports of statements by the two about the SLA, the letter states:

"We demand that you confirm or deny the statements made in your name by the news media immediately. If you choose to ignore this demand, then we shall assume that these statements were in fact made by the above mentioned individuals, in the name of your Party."

The letter is signed by the "Chairman" and "Chief of Security" of an organization calling itself the Afro-American Culture Group, with a Post Office Box number in Susanville. The letter ends: "You may think of us as insignificant and presumptuous, but remember, it was your Party that adopted Chairman Mao's slogan: "A Single Spark Can Start a Prairie Fire."

The question has been raised why Huey P. Newton and the Black Panther Party have been singled out for condemnation and threat when most radical leaders, Black and White, across the country expressed serious misgivings about the SLA and its tactics, but apparently have not been placed on the SLA "hit list."

The sudden and mysterious alleged "escape" on March 29, of Larry and George Stiner from the maximum security San Quentin prison may very well hold the answer. The Stiner brothers were lieutenants in the Los Angeles-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22

FALLEN COMRADE

SAM NAPIER ASSASSINATED:
April 17 1971

"Circulate to Educate, Educate to Liberate." Brother Sam Napier was the Circulation Manager for THE BLACK PANTHER at the time of his death. Sam was a tireless worker, going without sleep for days on end, in order to promote, circulate and distribute our Party's newspaper. On April 17, 1971, Sam Napier was assassinated. Sam was bound head-to-toe, gagged, his ears stuffed with cotton, shot in the head six times with a .357 magnum, his body was soaked in kerosene and set afire. His murderers hoped that by Sam's death, they could stop the circulation of our newspaper. They were wrong.

Sam Napier lives on in each issue of THE BLACK PANTHER. Long Live the Spirit of Sam Napier! ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
10,000 FREE BAGS OF GROCERIES
(WITH CHICKENS IN EVERY BAG)
WILL BE GIVEN AWAY AT THE BLACK COMMUNITY SURVIVAL CONFERENCE

MARCH 29, 1972  Oakland Auditorium 10th St. OAKLAND, CALIF.  (DOORS OPEN AT 5:00 P.M.)
MARCH 30, 1972  Greenman Field 66th Ave. (Near East 14th) OAKLAND, CALIF.  (12:00 P.M.)
MARCH 31, 1972  San Pablo Park 2800 Park St. (at Oregon) BERKELEY, CALIF.  (12:00 P.M.)

JUST LIKE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO VOTE, YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO EAT. TOGETHER WE CAN ACHIEVE ALL OUR RIGHTS. FOR THREE DAYS THERE'LL BE FREE FOOD, FREE SICKLE CELL ANEMIA TESTS, POLITICAL SPEAKERS AND ENTERTAINMENT.

10,000 SICKLE CELL ANEMIA TESTS

SPEAKERS:
- JULIAN BOND, GEORGIA STATE SENATOR
- LLOYD BARBEE, WISCONSIN STATE ASSEMBLYMAN
- FATHER EARL NEIL, ST. AUGUSTINE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
- D'ARMY BAILEY, BERKELEY CITY COUNCILMAN
- DONALD WILLIAMS, MEDICAL AUTHORITY ON SICKLE CELL ANEMIA
- MARSHA MARTIN, STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT, MILLS COLLEGE
- IRA SIMMONS, BERKELEY CITY COUNCILMAN
- ARTHUR EVE, NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLYMAN
- REVEREND CHARLES Koen, BLACK UNITED FRONT, CAIRO, ILLINOIS
- JODY ALLEN, CHAIRMAN OF THE B.S.U., LANEY COLLEGE

REGISTER TO VOTE FOR SURVIVAL

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AT CONFERENCE, CONTACT THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS, 1048 PERALTA STREET, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA CALL (415) 465-5047